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Welcome

Welcome to the 2018 edition of our self-
publishing services directory, a compilation of 
services offered by Partner Members of the 
Alliance of Independent Authors (ALLi). 

ALLi’s mission is self-publishing with 
ethics and excellence and this directory, 
and ALLi’s Partner  Membership, is an 
important component of our work. It’s 
how our organization offers our author 
members, and other indie-minded authors, 
a trustworthy guide to the global self-
publishing services sector.

Each service listed here has been vetted 
by our Watchdog team, and has signed 
up to ALLi’s code of standards. We have 
also included a range of articles from our 
Self-Publishing Advice Centre and blog. 
Our aim in this directory is to connect indie 
authors to some of the best author services 
available, today.

If you’re an author, we hope you’ll use it often, 
to find the perfect service for your particular 
project at each stage of its development.

Like all ALLi publishing information, the 
Directory is arranged across the seven stages 
of the writing and publishing process: writing, 
editorial, design, production, distribution, 
marketing and promotion.

We also have a section for those  
companies that offer a multitude,  
or the full suite, of services.  

Behind the directory is a great deal of author 
community feedback and teamwork: from 
our members, of course, and author activists 
including David Gaughran, Jim Giammatteo, 
Mick Rooney and Victoria Strauss and others.

All the information we receive about services 
is overseen by Resources Director, Philip 
Lynch, and the Services Watchdog Desk, 
headed up by John Doppler, whose long 
activist experience, sound evaluation skills 
and savvy reasoning are such an invaluable 
asset to the author community.

Thanks are also due to the Creative 
Bookkeeper Amanda Dziubala, who managed 
the advertising and highlighted entries in 
this edition. And to Debbie Young, ALLi’s 
Commissioning Editor, who chose the articles 
here from the hundreds of posts published in 
our Self-Publishing Advice Blog.

We hope you find the Directory useful 
and we’d love to hear your feedback and 
suggestions for improvement. And also your 
feedback about any services you’ve used, 
good or bad or anything in between. 

If you need help in knowing which service 
is right for you, check out our guide to 
Choosing A Self-Publishing Service. And if 
you’re an author, or an author service, and 
not yet a member of our alliance, is it time 
you joined us?

ORNA ROSS 
DIRECTOR 
ALLIANCE OF INDEPENDENT AUTHORS

Find out more about the Alliance of Independent 
Authors at http://allianceindependentauthors.org

WELCOME!
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PARTNER MEMBER CODE
A MEASURE OF QUALITY 
Explaining the ALLi Partner Member Code

ALLi’s mission is to foster excellence of ethics and self-publishing.

Each service provider listed in this directory is vetted by our Watchdog team in 
accordance with ALLi’s code of standards.

We take every care to ensure our author members access services that agree and 
comply with the code. Partner members who become ALLis agree to the following: 

• Integrity 
We recognise that Partner Membership 
of ALLi means our primary aim is to 
be of service to the writing and reading 
community. To that end, we follow through 
on all promised services and fully honour 
all advertisements and publication 
agreement terms. We never spam, 
oversell or harass authors to buy  
our services. 

• Value 
We add value to each publication 
commensurate with the fee charged, 
relieving authors of key publishing tasks, 
enhancing readability, design  
or discoverability. 

• Clarity 
We make it clear what we can and cannot 
do for the self-publishing writer — and 
how our service compares to others. 

• Transparency 
Our price quotations are accurate, 
transparent and complete. 
 
 
 

• Partnership 
We involve authors in planning and 
decision-making for key aspects of the 
publication process, from titles and cover 
design to sales and marketing strategies. 

• Service 
We are accountable for our work.  
We keep authors informed each step 
of the way and provide good customer 
service and follow-up. 

• Communication 
We provide helpful and timely information 
to authors at all stages of publication,  
and beyond, and facilitate authors to  
get access to any necessary  
ancillary information. 

• Community 
We have a long-term commitment 
to author-publishing and support the 
empowerment of self-publishing authors 
by giving back to the indie author 
community.



www.ingramspark.com

It’s your content. We just 
help you do more with it.
• Stunning print and eBook 

products and services

• Distribution to 39,000+ retailers 
and libraries worldwide and 70+ 
major online retailers

• Publisher education through free 
downloadable guides, helpful 
videos, and weekly blogs

Publish Like a Pro
with

Exclusive Offer for ALLi Members
Receive free title setup with IngramSpark 

when you use promo code SPARKALLI before 31/12/18
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Writing Services

WRITING SERVICES
Includes:  

Writing Tools,  
Support and Advocacy,  

Creative Guidance



http://authoraccelerator.com/


http://www.womansafehealthherstory.com/
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Feature

Writing: The  
Narrative Arc and  
the Three-Act Novel
When Irish novelist JJ Toner was interviewed on 
the ALLi blog, one of the three things he stated 
that he wished he’d known when he started 
self-publishing was “the three-act structure of a 
novel”. English novelist and non-fiction author 
John Lynch picked up that thread and ran with 
it on our members-only Facebook group, asking 
and then answering his own question about the 
narrative arc. 

When I sold my first story to BBC Radio 4 
Morning Story in 1989, the producer said what a 
perfect narrative arc and of course I gave a “Well, 
I should hope so” response, but inside I was 
thinking, “Eh? I wonder how that happened.”

More recently I would have said I had total 
mastery of the subject, until I was asked to 

explain it – and failed. The failure was along the 
lines of, “Well, it isn’t JUST like that” and “What I 
should probably have added…”

The Definition of a Narrative Arc

In a short story of, say, 5,000 words, the 
narrative arc is very simple. It can be summed 
up in the well-known story idea:

Boy gets Girl; Boy loses Girl; Boy gets Girl back

There is an objective (in this case, the boy wants 
to win the girl); there is an obstacle serious 
enough to make it look as though the objective 
will not be achieved; the obstacle is overcome 
and the objective successfully attained.

Feature
 
Woven Red Author Services
Services Provided: Mastering Word For 
Fiction Writers

This definitive online course is the perfect 
complement to creative writing. It will save 
you time, energy, and money by teaching 
you how to use Microsoft Word with 
power.

Having taught hundreds of writers and 
formatted hundreds of books, instructor 
Joan Frantschuk (self-published as Joan 
Leacott) shares her comprehensive 
knowledge. 

Don’t fight your book, write your book.

An additional 25% discount off the Self-
Publishing Bundle is available for ALLi 
Members.

www.WovenRed.ca 
www.WovenRed.Teachable.com 
JoanFrantschuk@WovenRed.ca

Writing for Children with Karen Cioffi
Services Provided: Karen Cioffi is a children’s 
ghostwriter and an award-winning childrens 
author. I and the children’s ghostwriting team 
at Writing for Chrildren with Karen Cioffi have 
years of experience ghostwriting, rewriting, and 
editing children’s books, with many satisfied 
clients. We can help you become a children’s 
book author – We can rewrite or ghostwrite your 
story for you.     

http://karencioffiwritingforchildren.com/     
Contact: kcioffiventrice@gmail.com



http://www.jlynchblog.com/
http://www.johnlynchfreelanceauthor.biz/
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Feature

EDITORIAL SERVICES
Includes:  

Copy Editing,  
Developmental Editing, 

Proofreading



http://www.aiaauthorservices.com/
http://www.averillbuchanan.com/


http://www.helenbaggott.co.uk/




http://www.ktediting.com/
http://literaryconsultancy.co.uk/


http://www.shakspeareeditorial.org/
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Editorial Services

Sarah Monsma Editor and Writer
Services Provided: Sarah Monsma edits 
middle grade and young adult fiction and 
thrillers, as well as writing and editing 
educational materials, both print and online.

https://sarahmonsma.com 
sarah@sarahmonsma.com

SB Proofreading
Services Provided: Developmental editing, 
copy editing/line editing, proofreading, synopsis/
blurb writing

As a member of the Society for Editors 
and Proofreaders, I will give your writing a 
professional finish while making sure that your 
voice and style is maintained throughout the 
book. Although I specialise in fiction editing, 
I work on other genres and am also a music 
specialist.

https://www.sbproofreading.com 
contact@sbproofreading.com 

SfEP
Services Provided: The Society for Editors 
and Proofreaders (SfEP) is a professional 
organisation based in the UK for editors and 
proofreaders.    

https://www.sfep.org.uk 
administrator@sfep.org.uk

Sundragon Editing
Services Provided: Copyediting, substantive 
editing, specializing in personal memoir, history, 
and historical fiction

www.sundragonediting.com 
editor@sundragonediting.com

TypeRight
Services Provided: Want to take your writing 
to the next level? At TypeRight, in addition to 
tightening up grammar and phrasing, we offer 
a professional opinion on plot, pacing, and 
characterization. Get a free sample edit today.

https://typerightediting.com/ 
editors@typerightediting.com

Publish well.
Call in the professional 
text checkers.

Whatever your genre, however 
niche your subject, we’re here to 
help you find the perfect editor and 
proofreader.

Search for free at:

sfep.org.uk/directory

society for editors 
and proofreaders



http://www.editorial.ie/
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Feature
“Send the final proofs out to some beta 
readers,” the managing editor says. “See what 
they make of it.”’

So beta readers were only involved at the very 
last stage of the process. They took no part in 
shaping the book, they were like the screen-
test audience in a film pre-release screening. 
Is this movie a turkey, or is it worth spending a 
big chunk of our promotion budget on?

Different Role in Indie Publishing

The accepted role of the beta reader in indie 
publishing circles is very different:

• An author completes the first draft of a 
book and seeks validation.

• At this stage, authors could turn to an 
independent editor, but few do. For a start, 
that costs money. Secondly, it’s not about 
professional critique at this stage.

• So the author researches online, hears 
about “beta readers”, and turns to his 
writers’ group, or asks the opinion of a 
friend or former teacher.

The beta reader thus gets involved in the very 
first stages of the book, when it is still an early 
draft.

What a Beta Reader Should Do?

A beta reader might say:

• that they got a bit bored in the middle

• that they didn’t like this particular 
character

• that this bit of plot seemed a bit too 
coincidental or contrived

They’re not commenting on what they liked 
or didn’t like about a finished book. Instead, 
suggestions they make might have a critical 
impact on how subsequent drafts of the book 
develop. 

The key thing to consider is that in this new 
role beta readers are far more important to the 
development of the book than they ever used to 
be in their traditional role.

A Beta Reader Should Be…

Well-read…

There’s not much point in giving your draft to 
someone who hasn’t read a book since leaving 
high school. You’re going to be asking them their 
opinion on the structure of your book, whether 

the plot holds water, whether the characters 
are believable. They need to have something to 
compare it to.

…in your genre

If you’re writing for a specific audience, ideally 
your beta reader should like that genre, have 
some prior experience in reading books of that 
genre, and/or even better, be a member of that 
target readership. There’s not much point giving 
your YA LGBTQ steampunk mermaid romance 
to your rather dusty and conventional classics 
professor and asking her opinion.

Objective…

They should be capable of being fairly objective 
in their analyses. Here’s the hard thing. Potential 
beta readers may be unaware of their own 
biases. If someone tells you that your tragic 
ending really doesn’t work, it might just be that 
their preference is for Happy Ever After endings.

…but not too objective

A beta reader who claims that the inciting 
incident must occur on the first page or that 
all the major characters must have been 
introduced by page four has read too many 
books on the craft of writing, and worse, 
memorised them.

A confident communicator

They should be capable of communicating 
what they thought to you, clearly, concisely 
and unambiguously, ideally in writing, and as 
specifically as possible. You’re trying to isolate 
particular problems so that you can fix them. 
“I found it a bit boring” isn’t going to help you 
do that.

Diplomatic

They should also know how to phrase 
criticism so that it isn’t personal, and is always 
constructive, so that as much emotion in the 
transaction as possible is defused.

How Many Beta Readers Do You Need?

As many as you can cajole, entice, bribe. 
As you can see above, getting the “right” beta 
reader is fraught with complexity. You’re unlikely 
to achieve a perfect audience at the first 
attempt. That doesn’t matter too much if you’ve 
got a reasonably wide range of opinions to 
choose from. What you’re hoping to get from 
your beta readers is a loose consensus. Five 
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Feature

out of ten betas saying that “the chapter where 
she goes on a road trip through New Mexico 
with her pet lizard is a bit boring,” is useful 
feedback. One beta saying “I wanted to know 
what the lizard thought. Lizards are cool,” is 
perhaps not so useful.

How Much Attention Should You Pay to 
What They Say?

Discard the bottom 5% and top 5% of results. 
They are outliers. While their opinions are 
possibly entertaining, they won’t be of much 
use to you. What you’re looking for is clues as to 
how “most people” would rate your book. If the 
majority (or even a significant minority) of your 
beta readers suggest that one particular facet 
of your book grated with them, then you have 
a good clue as to something you should take a 
second look at.

Can I Use a Beta Reader as an Editor?

You mean, skip paying an editor to edit your 
books and rely solely on beta reader feedback? 
Well, I’d say no, but I’m obviously biased. But 
here’s my justification:

• Objectivity

However well-intentioned a beta reader is, they 
bring their own biases. Perhaps they dislike 
first person narrative. Perhaps they dislike 
cynical protagonists, and you fancy yourself 
as the next Raymond Chandler. Professional 
editors get the subjectivity of their analyses 

beaten out of them, either by training and then 
continuous professional development, or by 
repeated exposure to the wonderful world of 
fiction and its authors.

I’ve edited countless books. If I ever thought 
there was only one way to write a novel, I 
would have had the error of that opinion forcibly 
demonstrated to me by many talented and 
diverse authors. Beta readers rarely have that 
objectivity, or that depth of experience.

• Mission Creep

Secondly, some beta readers come to see 
their role as an editor. They might start 
handing out advice about not using adverbs, 
avoiding passive voice, showing and not telling.

All of these can be valid criticisms of writing, in 
their place. But that’s not what you’re giving your 
work to a beta reader to find out.

Professional editors treat developmental 
analysis – the big issues about plot structure, 
character arcs, pacing, voice and so on – 
completely separately from the nitty-gritty copy-
editing functions looking at technical issues of 
sentence structure, expression, word choice 
and so on.

There’s a good reason for that. You can’t 
competently do both at the same time.

If your beta reader points out that 
your spelling is appalling and 



http://www.writing.ie/


DESIGN SERVICES
Includes:  

Cover Design,  
Ebook Formatting, 

Web Design



https://www.52novels.com/
http://www.writerscafe.co.uk/


http://www.bookcovercafe.com/
http://www.coinlea.co.uk/
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Design Services
 
Dissect Designs
Services Provided: Dissect Designs 
has created covers for all genres of 
books for authors all over the world. From 
Indie Authors starting out, to established 
Authors with thousands of sales under 
their belt. When you visit my site and read 
my testimonials, two things are clear - I’m 
easy to work with and all my clients LOVE 
their covers. Affordable prices, Intimate 
design process and a cover that will sell 
your book.

http://www.dissectdesigns.com 
timbarberart@gmail.com

 
Design for Writers
Services Provided: Cover design, interior 
formatting and ebook conversion, website 
design anddevelopment, and general  
design services.

We’ve been providing professional design ser-
vices to writers, writing organisations and inde-
pendent publishers since 2009. We work with cli-
ents on book design, websites, and other design 
projects...and we’d love to work with you too!

www.designforwriters.com 
hello@designforwriters.com

Elegant Book Design
Services Provided: Book Cover Design,  
Author Websites, Proofreading & Editing

• FREE, no obligation, initial consultation 

• Custom book cover packages

• Ready-made cover designs

• Makeovers (cover redesign)

• Proofreading and editing services

• Author websites 

Whether you need an ebook or print 
cover, a dust jacket, editing or an author 
website, Elegant Book Design provides 
fast, professional and personal service. 
15% discount to ALLi Members.

www.elegantbookdesign.com 
vann@elegantbookdesign.com

JD Smith Design
Services Provided: Book cover design, 
formatting, design of related promotion 
materials, photography

Award-winning book cover design by UK 
designer JD Smith. 

Experienced in working with a wide range of 
clients including international bestelling authors, 
debut indie novelists, small and large press.

www.jdsmith-design.com

Jessica Bell Book Cover Designs
Services Provided: Book Cover Design for 
Indie Authors

A basic design package includes: Both 
paperback and eBook; An unlimited  time 
to discuss ideas via email; Three rounds of 
revisions; FREE 3D book cover for the web.

If you are an author member of The 
ALLiance of Independent Authors, you’re 
eligible for 20% discount

www.jessicabellauthor.com/book-cover-
design-services 
jessica.carmen.bell@gmail.com

Katie Birks Branding & Design 
Services Provided: Katie Birks Design offers 
creative solutions for indie authors, individuals 
and small businesses. No single design brief 
is the same, so I offer a tailored service to 
suit your needs. Katie brings your concept to 
life, gives your brand a voice and creates your 
desired vision.

https://katiebirks.co.uk/ 
enquiries@katiebirks.co.uk

Martin Publishing Services 
Services Provided: Martin Publishing Services 
provides full-service book design for authors 
and presses. We work with you to create a 
brand for your book, resulting in a book that 
is cohesive from cover to cover and a design 
package that sets you up for marketing success.

http://melindamartin.me/  
http://melindamartin.me/contact/
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Design Services

More Visual Ltd
Services Provided: Book cover design, web 
design and promotional material

More Visual are looking to provide you 
with great looking artwork which is eye-
catching and pulls your reader in. We provide 
you with a full digital pdf of your book cover 
which you can upload to Createspace or any 
other print on demand service. We also include 
stamps of various sizes for your website all at a 
competitive price.

http://thebookcoverdesigners.com 
info@morevisual.me

 
My Custom Book Cover 
Services Provided: Award-winning 
designer, Robin Vuchnich applies 15 
years of experience to offer premium, 
professional cover design

Featuring custom artwork, typography, 
and illustration, our work includes 
unlimited revisions — so authors always 
walk away 100% thrilled. When you work 
with us you gain a creative partner who is 
invested in your vision and in your book’s 
success.

• Striking and beautiful covers
• Unlimited revisions
• Professional-level attention to detail
• No image fees or royalties
• Personal, friendly, collaborative

15% ALLI discount

Mycustombookcover.com 
robin@mycustombookcover.com

 

Pixel Tweaks Publications 
Services Provided: Pixel Tweaks Publications 
can take the pain out of self-publishing. From 
advice about layout & size to setting up and 
outputting to PDF. Along with getting the book to 
print, we can even arrange the production of any 
promotional material to help spread the word. 

http://pixeltweakspublications.com 
pixeltweaks@gmail.com 

Lawston Design
Services Provided: Cover design, interior 
design, marketing design

Book design by award-winning designer, 
Rachel Lawston 

I work with lots of big publishers, but I love 
working with independent authors too! 

Your book will receive as much careful 
attention as it needs to become the best 
it can be. Everything I produce is custom 
designed, tailored to you. 

Highly experienced in a variety of genres 
and formats, including children’s books, I’ll 
work collaboratively with you from concept 
through to production.

Please visit my website for more 
information.

www.lawstondesign.com 
rachel.lawston@icloud.com

Self-publishing critics often point to the gulf of quality between author-
published and trade-published design. If – as ALLi advocates – you are 
aiming for your book’s look and feel to be indistinguishable from trade 
published counterparts, you need to budget for a professional design 
service. Books are judged by their covers. Your writing may well be top 
quality, but you will scare away potential readers if the presentation 
(outside and inside) isn’t of an equally high standard.

ALLi INSIGHT: DESIGN & FORMATTING
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Feature 5 FAQs about Indexing:  
Why Non-fiction  
Authors Need Indexes

Are you a non-fiction author tasked with 
creating an index for your soon-to-be published 
book? This list of five FAQs, kindly provided 
by professional indexer Amron Gravett, who is 
currently indexing ALLi’s guidebooks, will help 
you understand the goal of an index, how to 
produce an index, and why an index is an 
essential part of your non-fiction book. The 
five terms in the Glossary will help you speak 
index-ese.

What is an index?

An index is a tool that helps readers locate 
information.

An index contains a road map to the content 
found within a book.

Theoretically, “an index is a structured 
sequence—resulting from a thorough and 
complete analysis of text—of synthesized 
access points to all the information contained in 
the text.” (Mulvany, Indexing Books).

A good index is accurate, concise, and 
provides complete coverage of the book’s 
information.

The structure of the index is an alphabetical 
list of main and subheadings connected by a 
coherent web of synonyms, double postings, 
and cross-references.

• In traditional print publishing, an index 
is found in the back of a nonfiction book.

• In digital publishing, an index may be 
found on a website or at the beginning or 
end of an ebook.

Do I really need an index?

Absolutely.

If you are publishing a non-fiction book (such as 
a biography, history book, or guidebook) without 
an index, then your book lacks one of the 
most important reference and sales tools 
available.

A non-fiction reader is looking for information. It 
is true that most non-fiction readers, librarians, 
and researchers will browse the index before 
deciding whether they want to buy the book. 
They will look for the key ideas, persons, 
agencies, etc, that interest them.

If there is no index, they will not be able to 
browse quickly to find what interests them and 
thus will reconsider buying the book.

Do authors index their own books?

Ideally, no.

Although the author is the expert on the book’s 
subject, the indexer brings an understanding 
of information architecture, retrieval techniques 
and objectivity.

The best indexes are produced when an 
indexer marries the author’s and the 
reader’s language.



http://www.indexers.org.uk/index.php?id=135
https://www.asindexing.org/find-an-indexer/asi-indexer-locator/
https://www.asindexing.org/find-an-indexer/asi-indexer-locator/
https://www.the-efa.org/membership-directory/
https://www.the-efa.org/membership-directory/
https://www.sfep.org.uk/directory/
https://www.sfep.org.uk/directory/
http://www.indexers.org.uk/index.php?id=244
http://www.indexers.org.uk/index.php?id=244
http://techwhirl.com/tech-comm-foundations-indexing-faq/
http://www.amrongravett.com/
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PRODUCTION & 
DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

Includes:  
Ebooks,Print Books  

and Audiobooks



http://bbebooksthailand.com/
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Production & Distribution Services
FCM Publishing 
Services Provided: FCM Publishing will 
support and guide you through all the stages 
of your book from initial concept through to 
publishing both in print and as an ebook.  Our 
marketing team can then get to work telling the 
world why they should read your book! 

http://fcmpublishing.co.uk 
enquiries@fcmpublishing.co.uk

Formatting Experts
Services Provided: eBook Formatting (Kindle, 
EPUB, Smashwords), Print-on-Demand Interior 
Design (CreateSpace, IngramSpark, KDP 
paperback), Book Cover Design, Audiobook 
recording & production, Publishing Assistance, 
Publishing Consulting, Interactive PDF Design

Our team is dedicated to taking the stress 
and technical complexity out of eBook, print 
and audiobook publishing, so you can focus 
on writing and connecting with your readers. 
We take care of design and formatting while 
providing you the support, assistance, and 
knowledge you need to publish successfully.

Ask us about the discount for ALLi friends.

www.FormattingExperts.com/ALLi 
ALLi@FormattingExperts.com

Grosvenor House Publishing Ltd
Services Provided: We at Grosvenor House 
Publishing  have worked very hard to offer you, 
the author, a comprehensive, affordable and 
quality alternative to the all too often frustrating 
world of conventional publishing. Our services 
will enable you to realise your dream of 
becoming a published author.

www.grosvenorhousepublishing.co.uk/  
http://www.grosvenorhousepublishing.
co.uk/contactus.php

IngramSpark
Services Provided: Print on demand, e-book 
publishing and distribution

Designed for independent publishers. From print 
on demand to e-book publishing, IngramSpark 
makes getting your content to readers across 
the planet as easy as 1,2…well, you get it.

Your creative genius has already done all the 
hard work; let IngramSpark take care of the 
rest. We offer the same products and services 
enjoyed by big-time publishers—superb quality 
and industry connections backed by decades of 
experience—all made easily accessible to the 
indie-publishing community from one simple-to-
use platform.

www.ingramspark.com/ 
andrew.bromley@ingramcontent.com

ListenUp Audio
Services Provided: ListenUp is an award-
winning full-service Audiobook Production 
and Distribution Company. With a talented 
pool of Narrators and Producers in our 
world-class studios located in Atlanta, we 
give authors an easy personalized service, 
including a searchable database of the 
Narrators we work with.

ListenUp can also distribute your audiobook 
globally to all major digital retail, library and 
school platforms including Audible, iTunes, 
Amazon, OverDrive, Findaway, Kobo Audio, 
Hoopla, Storytel, Audiobooks.com, Downpour 
and Listenupaudiobooks.com. You earn high 
Royalties of 80% and can view your sales 
via a Dashboard, as well as receive quarterly 
royalty payments. ALLi members receive a 20% 
Discount off of your Production by entering the 
code Alli18.

www.listenupindie.pub/ALLi 
diane@listenupaudiobooks.com



http://www.scotforthbooks.com/
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FeatureBook Marketing  
and Publicity can be  
Creative and Fun (Honestly!)
Many indie authors view the need to market 
and promote their self-published books as at 
best a necessary evil – but professional book 
publicist Ben Cameron of Cameron Publicity 
and Marketing begs to differ. Before you 
dismiss that notion with “Well, he would say 
that, wouldn’t he?”, read what he has to say 
about how even he had to learn to love it when 
starting out in his career – and why now he 
ardently believes that marketing books can and 
should be fun!

I hear it all the time: “Marketing is what you have 
to do after the fun of writing your book” and “I 
write because I like the creativity. Marketing is 
not for me”.

The stereotype is that writing is the carrot and 
marketing is the stick. But is it? Is that really 
the case?

I didn’t set out to be a publicist and never 
thought that I would be good at it. Like you 
probably do, I thought of promotion as some 
sort of ‘black art’ – a nefarious combination 
of data-crunching (marketing) and blagging 
(publicity).

However, I was desperate to work in publishing 
so that I could work with creative people who 
with an inspired turn of phrase could unearth 
hidden truths or explain complicated ideas.

So, I took the job in publishing that I could get: 
Marketing Manager. It was only after taking 
that job, and figuring out what a Marketing 
Manager does, that I realised that marketing 
and publicity can be fascinating, fun and 
creative.

It was the job I was looking for, I just didn’t  
know it.

Book Marketing: So What’s It All About?

What book promotion is really all about is making 
people aware that a book exists and that it is 
more valuable to them than its price tag.

Beyond that, it is pretty much up to you how 
you do it:

• You can create intricately targeted online 
ads and analyse the response in minute 
detail

• You can ring a list of influential journalists 
and tell them how your book will appeal to 
their audience



http://www.cameronpm.co.uk/
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MARkETING &  
PROMOTION SERVICES

Includes:  
Press, Promotion, 

Publicity
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Author Connections
Services Provided: Author Connections 
offers professional A2Z Editing and Custom 
Marketing Plans to help excellent books reach 
discerning readers. We work with an exclusive 
roster of authors around the world on fiction and 
nonfiction, adult and children’s books.

www.authorconnections.com/     
info@authorconnections.com

Author Marketing Club
Services Provided: Tools & training to help 
authors sell more books

At the Author Marketing Club, you will join a 
robust community of other authors who feel 
your pain and who want to work together to help 
each other learn how to promote their books.

www.authormarketingclub.com 
info@authormarketingclub.com

Author Platform Sidekick
Services Provided: Social Media  
Marketing Services

Author Platform Sidekick offers authors a 
unique way to collaborate on Twitter with other 
authors in the same genre, cross-promoting 
each other’s books rather than self-promoting 
their own. There is a FREE subscription 
available, so everyone can take part! Author 
Platform Sidekick also offers additional 
subscription plans to help establish an author 
as a brand authority and sell more books, all 
achieved using the techniques that founder, 
Ian Sutherland, first disclosed in his book, 
Advanced Twitter Strategies for Authors. 

www.authorplatformsidekick.com 
ian@authorplatformsidekick.com

Authorsite.co.uk
Services Provided: At Authorsite.co.uk we 
are experts in website design for authors. Our 
bespoke and fully featured web platform is 
specifically tailored for the needs of authors.
The system is designed with layouts for author 
profiles , book listings , reviews and book 
purchase options to make it super easy for 
an author to get a great website with all the 
features they need. 

http://www.authorsite.co.uk/

 
The Author Site 
Services Provided: The team here at 
The Author Site will provide you with your 
new professional and extremely robust 
author site at prices you can afford. Let us 
handle your web design, author branding 
and the techy stuff and we will deliver you 
the author site you always wanted. 

www.theauthorsite.com/  
melissa@theauthorsite.com

 
BadRedHead Media 
Services Provided: Bad Redhead Media 
creates effective social media and book 
marketing campaigns for authors. We figure 
out the maze that is social media, simplify it 
and make it work for you. Our specialties are 
social media: Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and 
Google +; visual media: YouTube, Instagram 
and  Pinterest  as well as providing services 
in blogging basics, branding, book marketing, 
engagement strategy, Amazon and author 
platform development. 

http://badredheadmedia.com/ 

Many writers say they don’t want to market their own books,  
because it interferes with their writing time. That split often arises  
from misunderstanding what marketing a book means. 

Marketing is not a grubby must-do where we try to manipulate or bludgeon 
the reader, but an opportunity to more fully engage with what we’re trying 
to say as writers – and a way to go out and meet our readers and carry 
forward our message. 

Viewed this way, your social updates and marketing can become a creative 
opportunity – which is surely why we write?

ALLi INSIGHT: MARKETING & PROMOTION

Marketing & Promotion Services



http://www.blueinkreview.com/


http://www.ellydonovan.co.uk/services


https://www.writtenwordmedia.com/


https://selfpublishingadvice.org/vanity-press-decline-fall/
http://the-digital-reader.com/2016/09/07/prh-sold-author-solutions-business-dropped-quarter-2015/
http://accrispin.blogspot.com/2016/01/author-solutions-sold-to-private-equity.html
http://accrispin.blogspot.com/2016/01/author-solutions-sold-to-private-equity.html
http://www.thelostogle.com/2015/09/15/tate-publishing-has-only-received-22-attorney-general-complaints-this-year/
http://accrispin.blogspot.com/2016/06/tate-publishing-enterprises-slapped.html
http://accrispin.blogspot.com/2016/06/tate-publishing-enterprises-slapped.html
https://soundcloud.com/dave-rhea/tate-publishing-meeting/s-B6bY6


https://tatepublishing.com/
http://accrispin.blogspot.com/
https://davidgaughran.wordpress.com/
http://selfpublishingadvice.org/allis-self-publishing-service-directory/self-publishing-service-reviews/
http://selfpublishingadvice.org/allis-self-publishing-service-directory/award-and-contest-ratings-reviews/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ALLIA.Writer.Members/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/smashwordsauthor
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SelfPubForm101/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SelfPubForm101/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/booksgosocialauthors/
http://www.johndopp.com/writers
http://www.johndopp.com/
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MULTI/FULL SERVICE
Includes:  

Full Publishing Packages,  
Rights and Contracts,  

Miscellaneous



http://www.amiemccracken.com/






http://indieauthorsworld.com/




http://www.penfactor.com/
http://www.standoutbooks.com/


http://www.rethinkpress.com/
http://www.wearewhitefox.com/
http://www.yps-publishing.co.uk/


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Record_(computer_science)


http://https/selfpublishingadvice.org/indie-authors-are-we-ready-for-self-publishing-3-0/


https://medium.com/@justmoon/the-subtle-tyranny-of-blockchain-91d98b8a3a65
http://www.openp2p.com/pub/a/p2p/2000/12/19/micropayments.html
https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/dao-attack-fallout-sees-pubic-blockchains-questioned-by-australian-bank/
https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/dao-attack-fallout-sees-pubic-blockchains-questioned-by-australian-bank/
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/bitcoin-could-consume-as-much-electricity-as-denmark-by-2020


https://selfpublishingadvice.org/advanced-self-publishing-salon-w-orna-ross-joanna-penn-september-2017/
https://selfpublishingadvice.org/advanced-self-publishing-salon-w-orna-ross-joanna-penn-september-2017/
http://https/www.facebook.com/groups/441469159372773/permalink/727822820737404/
http://https/www.facebook.com/groups/441469159372773/permalink/727822820737404/
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COURSES & COACHING 
SERVICES
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Courses and Coaching

New Shelves Books   
Services Provided: New Shelves Books 
offers training, guidance, and services to self-
published and other authors, small presses, and 
independent publishers. Our training programs, 
consulting options, educational materials and 
one-on-one services will help you make the best 
publishing choices for you and your book?

http://www.newshelves.com/  
info@newshelves.com

 
Your Author Engine    
Services Provided: Take control of 
your author career... then take it to the 
next level. Our step-by-step screen 
flow courses are perfect for guiding you 
through doing the work for yourself and 
will open your eyes to a whole new level 
of professionalism in running your author 
business and creating an online presence.

your-author-engine.teachable.com  
melissa@yourauthorengine.com
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OTHER SPECIFIC 
SERVICES
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Foreword Reviews  
Services Provided: Foreword Reviews is 
dedicated to the “art” of book reviewing. To 
simply put it, we love to discover great books 
that others haven’t. We want to help readers find 
the indie books that are just too damn good to 
put down. So if you’ve crafted a great story, let 
us help you connect it with audiences around 
the world.

https://www.forewordreviews.com/  
victoria@forewordreviews.com

RN Permissions   
Services Provided: RN Permissions provides 
a service to clear third party copyright material 
for use within new publications. This covers 
educational titles such as school books, English 
Language Teaching books, Higher Education 
books along with trade books, exam titles, digital 
resources and study guides. 

http://www.rnpermissions.co.uk/  
rachel@rnpermissions.co.uk

The Wishing Shelf Independent  
Book Awards   
Services Provided: We  offer  independently 
published authors a very different award to what 
is presently offered on the internet. Authors who 
enter our awards will  feel ‘involved’ and know 
that  their books  will be judged thoroughly and 
professionally.

http://www.thewsa.co.uk/   
thewishingshelfawards@gmx.com

Writer’s Digest    
Services Provided: Writer’s Digest is the No. 
1 Resource for Writers, Celebrating the Writing 
Life and What it Means to be a Writer in Today’s 
Publishing Environment. 

http://www.writersdigest.com/  
http://www.writersmarket.com/ContactUs.
aspx

Courses and Coaching Services



ABOUT ALLi
ALLi (The Alliance of Independent Authors) 
is a non-profit professional association for 
author-publishers.

A global organisation, we are organised 
across nine territories, offering connection and 
collaboration, advice and education, advocacy 
and representation to self-publishing writers 
around the world.

We have four member levels, three for authors 
(from student to professional) and a partner 
membership facility for author-services who 
are willing to be vetted and approved.

All members, both authors and partners,  
sign up to our code of excellence and ethics  
in self-publishing.

People self-publish for many reasons and all 
who want to do it well are invited to join our 
diverse, supportive and friendly community. 

Visit our website for more information on 
joining ALLi. 
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© Alliance of Independent Authors, 2018
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For all enquiries related to the  
Self-Publishing Services Directory, please 
contact Resources Director Philip Lynch at  
philip@allianceindependentauthors.org 
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info@allianceindependentauthors.org

Alliance Of Independent Authors  
The Free Word Centre, 60 Farringdon Rd, 
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